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Janus Structures
The shuttle of polysulfides between cathode and anode induces low capacity and poor cycling life in lithium-sulfur batteries. As shown in article number 1500268, J.-Q. Huang, Q. Zhang, and coworkers propose a Janus separator-fabricated from polypropylene supported cellular grapheneto promote the utilization and stability of a sulfur cathode by reactivating the non-active separator/ cathode interphase.
Flexible Devices
Novel, P-doped, flexible SiC field emitters, with both low turn-on fields and extremely high current emission stability are demonstrated by W. Y. Yang, X. S. Fang, and co-workers in article number 1500256. The high stability under high temperatures and extreme bending conditions opens up practical applications for SiC field emitters in flexible nanodevices.
Energy Conversion
An activated carbon nanofiber (CNF) is prepared with incorporated Fe-N-doped graphene nanoplatelets (Fe@NGnPs), via a novel and simple synthesis approach by J.-B. Baek, G. Kim, and co-workers in article number 1500205. The Fe@ NGnPs are randomly dispersed on the surface of the CNF. The CNF-Fe@NGnP catalysts exhibit substantially improved activity for the oxygen reduction reaction compared to commercial catalysts. 
Fe@N-Graphene NanoplateletEmbedded Carbon Nanofi bers as Effi cient Electrocatalysts for Oxygen Reduction Reaction Energy Conversion
A Janus separator, fabricated from a polypropylene supported mesoporous cellular graphene framework , is developed to promote the utilization and stability of a sulfur cathode by reactivating the nonactive separator/cathode interphase. The Li-S battery with the "two-face" Janus separator exhibits a 40% increase on capacity and stability, enlightening new opportunities for improving the utilization of migrated redox materials and the battery energy density.
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